
Discover Google's Virtual Globe

What is Google Earth?

Google Earth combines satellite and aerial imagery, maps, terrain and 3D
content with the power of Google's search service to provide a rich virtual
atlas where you can discover useful information and educational
resources in geographical context. There have been over 400 million
unique downloads of Google Earth since the product's launch in June
2005.

Similar to a video-game, Google Earth uses special navigation tools such
as fly, zoom, pan, tilt and rotate to explore the world in 3D from your
desktop or even from your mobile phone.

Climb to the top of Mount Everest or descend the steepest gorges of the Grand Canyon
without even breaking a sweat.



Fly from outer space to the bottom of the Marianas trench in the western Pacific in the
deepest part of the Ocean without leaving your armchair.

View the 3D skyline of New York or travel back in time to see a historical representation
of Ancient Rome at the click of a mouse.



Here are some ideas for things you can see and do in Google
Earth:

Take a bird's eye view of the world: view satellite imagery for the
whole world with sub-meter resolution for more than 30% of the world's
land surface and 50% of the world's population.

Travel to new places: learn about new destinations through videos,
photos, reviews and other user-generated content.

See information in context: Google News and New York Times articles,
Wikipedia entries, Google Book Search and much more all geo-tagged to
their relevant location.

Enjoy a 3D experience: visit 3D cities including New York and Hong
Kong and even create your own 3D models to share with the world.

Walk the streets: switch to Street View for 360 degree panoramic
street-level photography *(available for locations in the USA, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,

France, Italy and Spain).

Discover outer space: maps of the sky featuring 100 million stars and
200 million galaxies - some never seen by a human eye.

Take a history lesson: select the Ancient Rome in 3D layer to travel
back to the Roman Empire as in the year 320 AD or see the world through
the eyes of explorers in the Rumsey Historical Maps layer.

Peruse artworks: zoom up close to the super high-resolution
photographs of the Prado Museum masterpieces or travel the world from
in a hot air balloon through the lens of Yann Arthus Bertrand in the Earth
from Above layer.



Be aware of your environment: raise your awareness of some of the
important causes affecting our planet via the Global Awareness folder.
Google Earth Outreach helps non-profits and public benefit organizations
to tell their stories and visualize their work.

Join in... add your own content: at last count more than 8 million
geo-tagged photos had been uploaded by users to Google Earth.

*New* -
With Google Earth 5.0 you get all this plus some new features which
include:

Travel back in time: use the time slider tool to access historical imagery
and visualize transformations in urban development and environmental
damage such as coastal erosion or deforestation.

Explore the oceans: dive beneath the surface and learn about one of
the world's greatest natural resources with conservation advocates and
Ocean experts.

Trace your tracks: GPS tracking functionality allows you to trace your
running, hiking and biking routes on top of Google Earth.

So much to explore... now you can create your own tour!: record
and narrate your own tour to play back and share with friends.

To download Google Earth 5.0 and start exploring go to
http://earth.google.com/


